Teaching with Technology
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Name Cards

1. Fold name card lengthwise & write your name on the front

2. On the back write:
   1. The name of your school
   2. The grade you teach

3. On the inside answer the following 3 questions:
   1. Why do we need to use technology in the classroom?
   2. How do you use technology in your classroom?
   3. What technologies do you use in your classroom?
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What is technology?
What does it look like in the classroom?
What should it look like in the classroom?
How can we assess how kids use technologies in the classroom?
What variables impact if & how we use technology in the classroom?
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• “Technology is the stage the content is the players” - E. Carson
Why is it more important to look at...
- Technology skills
- Technology families

...rather than specific technology types or brands?
Fair Use Laws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJnjjc4FND0
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Thank you!
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